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An
introduction:
Issues
and
problems
My story | Financial insights | The problem

The handling of money is one aspect
of life that most of us think about
every day. Some have enough to satisfy
their wants. Others never seem to have
enough – sometimes there is too much
month at the end of the money!
Some struggle to work out how much
money is enough.
Newspapers…media...social media...the
internet. There is no shortage of those
wishing to impart their wisdom.
The Bible also has a lot to say about
money and possessions, and for
Christians that has to be a great place
to start seeking guidance and good
counsel.

PART 1 | CHAPTER 1

My
story
FROM CHILD TO ADULT;
FROM MISTAKES TO MISSION

I

returned home after playing football at school – I was
drenched from the downpour a few minutes earlier as I

squelched up to the front door. I had scored a couple of good
goals, but missed some sitters. My shoes were soaked and
scuffed and I knew that my mother would have something to
say as they were less than a week old. I rang the doorbell to our
flat, but there was no reply. That meant mum was late returning
from work, and with my brother staying on at chess club I knew
I would be alone for some time. I found the key hidden under
the stone by the dustbin and let myself in as I always did twice a
week. I was destined never to forget that day.
As I entered our living room I looked at the television and
wondered if it was time to watch Andy Pandy – a programme
that always seemed entertaining but by today ’s standards
definitely even beyond old fashioned. After Andy Pandy I
would watch Blue Peter with Christopher Trace and Lelia
Williams. With ten minutes before it was time to switch on the
black and white Bush television I sat and stared around the
room. My eyes were attracted to a pile of papers and I got up
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with my wet socks still hugging my feet and approached the
table with a measure of curiosity. I looked and wanted to take a
peek – my first recollection of being nosey.
Mum’s weekly letter from gran, a form from the Inland
Revenue (now referred to as HMRC), a few of her exquisitely
handwritten notes and then I saw a bank statement. What was
this I wondered? I recall seeing mum along with others go into
‘my bank’ and I had begun to work out some aspects of how our
home finances worked, but this was the first bank statement I
had ever seen. I looked intensely; debit, credit – what did those
words mean? In the credit column there was an entry that
had my dad’s initials alongside. I had never really known any
parent other than my mum; others had a dad at home, but not
me and my brother. I later discovered that they had separated
five years earlier. My eyes were drawn toward the final
column. This was headed ‘balance’ and even as a seven year old
that was a word I instinctively comprehended.
Thirteen pounds ten shillings – is that all we have left to live
on? I was gripped with worry as I asked myself ‘how are we
going to survive?’
￼ Suddenly, I heard the key turning in the lock and realised
that mum was home so I hurriedly collected the papers and
replaced them how I had found them a few moments earlier. I
raced over to the television and turned the set on – by the time
mum came in the screen was ‘warming up’ and the familiar
signature tune of Blue Peter could be heard as the sea and ship
became clearer on the ever glowing screen. What about Andy
Pandy I thought? I realised how long I had been looking at the
bank statement, what I thought it showed and what I perceived
was our perilous financial situation. I had little interest in
Christopher Trace’s models, not even the ones he had made
earlier, for all I could think about was my discovery that mum
had little or no money and we were in trouble.
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EARLY LEARNING
Thus my childhood was partly framed by knowing there
was no money other than for basics. How did finance flow
into the household? Well, I worked out that it only trickled and
came from mum’s job as a receptionist at a dental practice, my
absent father and gifts from my uncle. The home finances did
not allow for anything other than the basics of food, clothes
and rent. Clothing? I always looked forward to mum taking me
shopping for clothes. The ‘Nearly New’ shop in Wolverhampton
supplied our household with just about everything we required.
Eating out? Occasionally, mum would take me out to one of
two Chinese restaurants that had recently opened, although
those outings ceased when the local newspaper reported that
one of those restaurants was accused of killing cats and serving
them as chicken.
No matter how challenging mum found her finances, I later
realised how careful she had been as a manager of our home
finances. Her stewardship enabled us to move from the flat she
rented to a house. She told me she now had a mortgage, a term
I did not understand.
Like any youngster I wanted to be able to spend – sweets
and superman comics were top of my list. At the age of eight
I joined the local church choir where, provided I attended
practice on Fridays and both Sunday services, I could earn nine
(old) pence. We were paid quarterly and so I looked forward
to the choir master giving me my brown envelope containing
almost ten shillings (50p). Whenever I sang at a wedding I
earned 2/6d (12.5p) and sometimes there were three weddings
on a Saturday, so that was a day to look forward to, especially
as the pay was handed out at the end of the wedding service,
almost as soon as the last guest had left to join the photo call.

TIME FOR WORK
My first interview was with Chubb, whose business had
started in Wolverhampton in 1820 and is now a global
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enterprise. I was 17 and had never before been interviewed.
My next interview was with an insurance company: “What is
the purpose of insurance?” I could not answer, but I do recall
being told that the right answer was ‘using the money of the
fortunate to help those who are not so fortunate.’ Next I sat
opposite a bank manager. I noticed his well furnished office,
and as he sat behind his large desk with a broad smile I looked
up and tried to be as composed as I could. I was accustomed to
teachers, been afraid of the headmaster and deputy head, but
was not used to being interviewed for a job. Mum suggested
I give my father a call. So I called dad and told him about my
interview experiences and he told me that with the jobs I had
applied for I would be waiting for ‘dead men’s shoes.’ Three
interviews and no job offer – I was on a steep learning curve
and in need of an employer.
I returned to the Youth Employment Bureau, the office
which back in the sixties was charged with providing
assistance to help school leavers take their first steps into
the job market. I recounted my experiences to Mr Mills,
the chief Youth Employment Officer, and after completing
some tests was advised to go and have an interview with an
accountant. My brother was an articled clerk and studying to
be a chartered accountant and so I knew that this required a
lot of studying, but at the end of the rainbow I would be able to
earn abundantly. This interview was different. I was talking to
Malcolm Gilbert who was the liaison officer for all accountancy
firms in Wolverhampton. He was responsible for interviewing
prospective trainees and then reassigning their applications to
other firms. “I would like to offer you a job.” Those words were
music to my ears. I was there, on my way – now I would be
able to go to all the Wolves home games and maybe even some
away ones, as well as being able to buy some trendy clothes.

TRAINING TO BE AN ACCOUNTANT
I started my training in Wolverhampton, and having passed
my first two professional exams in double quick time, I decided
14
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to take advantage of an Institute of Chartered Accountants
scheme allowing me to take a training break and spend six
months working in industry. At the age of 20 I left home and
drove my Morris Minor estate to Southampton where I had
a room booked at the YMCA and a job in ‘fixed assets’ at a
synthetic rubber company. I knew what fixed assets were, but
why would it need a whole department?
Shortly after starting there I was called into the chief
accountant’s office, “Will you go and work on the production
line? Your salary will continue and we will pay you for working
on the line.” This was the early seventies and strikes were
commonplace. The workers at the Hythe plant had gone on
strike for more pay while the syndicate of rubber company
owners were demanding that production continue. I had
doubled my salary during these six months in industry and
now it was going to quadruple. On my first day as a manual
worker I approached the factory entrance in my car. Ahead of
my gleaming bonnet I could see a lot of people milling around
the factory gate. As I drew closer I saw police jostling with
strikers, whose job I was about to undertake. I slowed down and
drove slowly through the turbulent mass of bodies. I was used
to being part of a swaying crowd at football, but never one as
angry as this. I drove through the picket line accompanied by
a cacophony of shouting. I experienced excitement and terror
in those scary moments – especially as the local television
company was there filming for the evening news reports. I
thought how envious some of my friends would be if they knew
what I was experiencing – after all they were still auditing! As
I parked with the noise echoing in the distance, I looked at my
car. I had bought it from a friend who had looked after it with
great care for over 70,000 miles, but now there were cigarette
burns all down the sides. I realised I had crossed a line that
some thought was not mine to traverse and they used their
cigarettes to show their disapproval.
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That evening I watched the local news and saw the reports
from outside the factory gate. Strikes were almost inevitably
about more pay and this one was no exception as workers
demanded a pay increase of 15%. That evening I reflected;
never did I imagine that I would be a ‘scab.’ Why should I? After
all, I had decided to train to become an accountant!
We were all instructed to meet at the company’s
Southampton offices the next day as arrangements had been
made to transfer us to the Hythe plant. As the minibus with its
ten occupants approached the gates we could see TV cameras,
police and a seething mass of workers. As we slowly passed
down the picket line the minibus was rocked from side to side
as the strikers let us know they vehemently disapproved of
what we were doing. Angry faces were centimetres from the
window as they banged on the glass and shouted, ‘scab, scab.’ I
was probably more frightened that day than the previous one.
The police were outnumbered and unable to hold back the line
of fire that was directed toward those who had dared to accept
management’s request to ‘keep the plant’ going.
I headed toward the synthetic rubber production line and
the coagulation tanks for another day of watching rubber bales
pass by. I reflected about those on the picket line I had just
passed through, their commitment to the cause for increased
pay and their anger as we had broken through their line. I
reflected on how important money was to them as well as
to me. I had accepted the opportunity because it seemed like
an adventure and a way to make money. I had little time to
contemplate further as the foreman, Mr Wood, a towering
man also known as ‘timber,’ entered the canteen to bark out
instructions. He was a man I instantly learned to respect and
obey; his presence was commanding as he sought to show
the white collar staff how to keep the intolan bales moving. I
looked at the dark yellow bales and wondered what happened
to them after they left the plant – how did they become tyres?
16
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FINDING MY WIFE
At Above Bar Church in Southampton I met Rhoda, a
woman to whom I was immediately attracted. She was recently
divorced and had a young baby, Philip. We married within a
year and settled down. At the end of six months I found a new
employer who agreed to continue my training contract. The
salary remained low and I struggled to provide my new family
with anything but the basics. Now I had a wife and child to
provide for, but we had both been used to living on low incomes
and so were well prepared. Little did our next door neighbours
know that when they offered us food from their garden or their
store cupboard we barely had enough for our next meal. Our
shopping was supplemented by luncheon vouchers which were
given to me as a perk. Tough times? Yes, to us they were, but we
were happy and totally in love – little else really mattered.

PREPARING ACCOUNTS IN BRISTOL
After qualifying we moved to Bristol and I found an
accountancy firm looking to employ staff who had qualified
with a national firm.
“Come and see me please Mark.” As I entered the partners’
office he greeted me and asked me to take a seat. “At your
interview you asked not to prepare any more farm accounts”
(I worked on preparing farm accounts in Wolverhampton
and found that farmers’ records were often smelly and very
incomplete). I would like you to go to.... The following Monday
I drove to the farm in south Bristol to start work on preparing
six years’ worth of accounts. I was greeted by the farmer’s wife
and introduced to the family. Soon I was sitting in an ‘office’ in
the farmhouse loft. I looked around and found post that hadn’t
been opened for six years – hundreds of unopened envelopes!
I was invited to join the family for lunch. The farmer’s wife
and son chatted freely while the farmer sat sullenly without
uttering one word. This was a new experience for me and it felt
a little uncomfortable.
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“How do you know which bills to pay?”, I asked. It occurred
to me during the four hours of opening old unopened post that
they must have a different system of paying bills.
“We wait until John, the bailiff comes; he tells us what to pay.”
“Oh, that’s interesting,” I responded. I had found two
envelopes with out-of-date cheques.
“What about cheques for the sale of cattle and crops?” I enquired.
“I know what those envelopes look like” was Joan’s reply.
As the week passed I progressed with the accounts
preparation and lunch times became a little more relaxed as the
conversation widened. However the farmer did little more than
grunt as he sat at the head of the table looking very morose.
By lunchtime on Friday, I could see the farm was in severe
financial straits. As I opened the letters from the bank I could see
the manager was concerned at the state of the finances. Over
lunch, I mentioned that the farm was in deep financial straits,
“Did they know?,” I awkwardly enquired.
The weekend was enjoyable; we went to the park to fly kites
and then shopping in the afternoon to buy the suite we had
been planning to purchase for six months. We had made friends
with a lot of other couples living in our avenue, it was summer
and we spent the weekend socialising with our neighbours.
Monday morning and on the journey to the farm I
contemplated my plans for completing the accounts. I thought
of sandwiches in the pub rather than lunch in the farmhouse.
As I turned the corner I was confronted with flashing blue
lights and as I looked ahead I could see an ambulance and three
police cars. “Come in please, we would like to speak with you.”
As I passed through the farm I could see the family crying as
they were coming to terms with finding the farmer hanging
in the barn. The strain of trying to make the farm profitable
had taken its toll and he had given up on solving the farm’s
financial problems.
Six months later the same partner called, “Come in and see
me please Mark.”
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Once I was sat in his office he said, “we have a construction
company that is owned by a very astute client, he is an
accountant and we need you to go and finalise the company
accounts. He has prepared draft accounts which show a profit
of £140,000. The bank is asking for audited figures as the cash
flow is quite tight.”
A week later I reported back to the partner with accounts
that showed a loss of £120,000.
“Do you know what you are doing?” The question was asked
more than a little tersely.
“Yes”, I said “I know the accounts are different from the
client’s and I can explain why. There is a serious problem with
the company’s valuation of stock and work in progress – it is
definitely overstated.”
Three days later, the company accountant committed
suicide by jumping off the Clifton suspension bridge, a
favourite spot for those who seek to prematurely end their life.
The accountant had been colluding with the site foreman who
had been ordering construction materials and then diverting
them to his house before selling them and splitting the
proceeds with his lady friend, the accountant.

STARTING IN BUSINESS
Two years later I realised my ambition to work for myself
when I launched my own accountancy business. With
assistance from another accountant who gave me some
subcontract work, I worked as many hours for him as I could
while at the same time seeking to find my own clients. After
three months I employed a part-time secretary who I knew
from church and the business moved into an office.
We were soon gaining new clients as bank managers were
happy to recommend the new kid on the block. As we grew,
we hired staff but then there was a two-month period when
we won no new clients. No matter what marketing I did or
19
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who I spoke with, the phone didn’t ring with any enquiries. As
Christine left at lunch time, I told her that I had been praying
for new clients. I had tried everything else; why not try praying
I thought. The next morning I couldn’t wait for Christine to
arrive so I could tell her that we had three calls and would be
engaging three new clients. From that day I started to apply
my faith to my business and my finances.

BUDGET DAY
Over the next twenty five years I built three businesses
including a publishing company and an Internet business. The
publishing company’s activities included publishing Budget
reports which we wrote immediately after the Chancellor’s
annual Budget statement. These reports were ordered by
accountants to send to their clients and our role was to preprint
the firm’s details on the covers ready for Budget day. On Budget
day we would print hundreds of thousands of reports and then
on the finishing lines they were collated with the preprinted
front covers and then despatched overnight to accountants’
offices. After our first year we grew to the extent that the
trimming of the covers was outsourced by our printer. If Andy,
the managing director of the print company, had known the
trimming company would go into liquidation hours after he
had delivered the covers, he would not have let his vans leave
the premises.
With 24 hours to go before the Budget, the covers were
behind locked doors. No matter who I contacted or what we did
the factory doors remained locked. My mind was in overdrive
and a state of panic as I knew that if we didn’t deliver the
reports we would be sued by hundreds of accountants and the
business which had enjoyed a meteoric start would be doomed.
I had exhausted every avenue – we all had and by this time
there were about 20 staff from our two companies outside the
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factory. Then, I announced to everyone that I was going to do
a ‘Joshua’ and walk around the factory seven times and ask
God to open the doors. No one who was there will ever forget
that day. I walked around the factory – each circuit took about
two minutes. I prayed all the way; in the state I was in, praying
was easy. After six laps I knew the ultimate lap was around the
corner and as I walked I prayed more earnestly than before.
Everyone else sat there worried – I had gone beyond that! As I
came around the corner for the seventh time a car drove up to
the factory gate and stopped. The driver jumped out and said “I
know what has happened to you, this is not your problem and
it’s not fair. I am going to open the doors for ten minutes, take
your covers out – that’s all the time you can have.”
That left a deep impression on Andy, the managing director
of the print company, and Sheila my co-director. Me? I just
know I serve a God who is truly amazing and cares for us
individually.
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